Collaborative Leadership

Building Trust

Collaborative Leadership Skills - A Critical Component
Because collaborative interaction is challenging, it takes special skills to shepherd a
group through this developmental continuum. Collaborative leadership is apparent in
those who inspire commitment and action, lead as a peer problem solver, build broad
based involvement, and sustain hope and participation. Based on research with noted
leadership experts and the public health practice community, the Turning Point
Leadership Development National Excellence Collaborative identified a number of core
collaborative leadership capacities in 2001. This National Excellence Collaborative,
funded by The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and made up of public health
practitioners from around the country, has worked to better define, describe, and build the
skills of collaborative leadership among those who participate in public health work.
Collaborative Leadership Practices
Clearly there are a number of critical skills and capacities collaborative leaders should
possess. Many of the skills are not necessarily unique to a collaborative form of
leadership and have already been described in the literature and developed into training
curricula. The work of the Turning Point Leadership Development National Excellence
Collaborative, however, has illustrated six key practices that are unique to the practice of
leading a collaborative process. They are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessing the Environment for Collaboration: Understanding the context for
change before you act.
Creating Clarity- Visioning & Mobilizing: Defining shared values and engaging
people in positive action.
Building Trust & Creating Safety: Creating safe places for developing shared
purpose and action.
Sharing Power and Influence: Developing the synergy of people, organizations,
and communities to accomplish goals.
Developing People- Mentoring and Coaching: Committing to bringing out the
best in others and realizing people are your key asset.
Self-Reflection- Personal CQI (Continuous Quality Improvement): Being aware
of and understanding your values, attitudes, and behaviors as they relate to your
own leadership style and its impact on others.

Each of these elements is key to the collaborative process. They are not mutually
exclusive but support each other and provide a comprehensive picture of the essential
skills of a collaborative leader.
Assessing the Environment: This is the capacity to recognize common interests,
especially the capacity to recognize and understand other perspectives. It is a
fundamental quality of collaborative leadership. Collaboration seeks goal attainment
around shared visions, purposes, and values. When he or she brings different points of
views to an issue or problem, a collaborative leader facilitates connections and
encourages group thinking that identifies clear, beneficial change for all participants. The
goal is to set priorities and then identify barriers and obstacles to the achievement of
priorities.
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Module Purpose and Objectives
Purpose
Provide a forum in which to experience and discuss the importance of building trust and
creating safety in collaborative leadership.
Learning Objectives
1. Increase the conceptual understanding of Building Trust and the interrelationship of
the six Collaborative Leadership practices.
2. Identify skills and qualities associated with the collaborative practice of Building
Trust.
3. Identify the characteristics of trust required in a collaborative leader.
4. Experience the development of trust and distrust in a group setting.
5. Examine how trust issues operate in authentic situations.
6. Explore the necessary elements of the trust building process as illustrated in authentic
examples.
7. Explore approaches to building trust in historically disenfranchised communities.
8. Complete a personal learning plan to increase competency in building trust and safety
using the outcomes of the self-assessment and awareness of resources for extended
learning.
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Trust Account
Deposits

Withdrawals

Source: Adapted from Covey, S. The Seven Habits ofHighly Effective People.
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There was a very high level of mistrust between local residents and an even higher
level of mistrust for "outsiders." This was most evident in issues involving the
school system. In recent years, the school system was taken over by the state
department of education. This act reinforced animosity of many residents towards
outsiders.
The lack of appropriate communications to prospective board members also
derailed the committee. The Institute never conveyed a strong enough case about
why the committee was needed. Nor did the Institute enlist a strong local leader to
approach others and make a case for being a committee member.
The community accepted the Institute as a provider of technical assistance strategic planning, grantsmanship, marketing, design, etc. However, local
perception may have shifted when the Institute tried to change its role from a
service provider to leadership convener. Turf issues may have arisen when an
outside entity decided to form its own committee in the community.

Even though the policy coordinating committee was a good idea, the concept lacked
broad-based local participation in the development process - the idea wasn't theirs. Also,
the Institute had overstepped its accepted role in the community. This was fatal
considering the recent groundswell of mistrust for "outsiders."

Guide question:
;

..
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··.

. ·.

'-.

'

What could thf Institute have done to prevent this failure'Z
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Participant's Guide

Case Study #2: Growth and Economic Development in South Carolina
South Carolina is facing a critical challenge. As one of the poorer states, South Carolina
needs to grow economically. Along an interstate corridor and the South Carolina coast,
growth is rapid and barely controlled. Environmentalists fear a loss in the quality of life
(which is one of the primary reasons why people are moving to South Carolina).
Economic developers fear regulations or controls on growth because they say it will
stymie growth the state so desperately needs. Both sides are right.
A meeting was held between growth advocates and economic development promoters to
discuss an underlying issue in the debate over growth and property rights. The details of
this issue are complex and intriguing, but the overarching issue is as follows:
Governmental entities (planning commissions, etc.) and environmental groups believe
there needs to be control over growth and expansion as a way to protect the greater good.
They do not trust the economic development advocates to exercise the restraint necessary
to protect the environment.
Growth advocates do not trust government and the environmentalists to understand the
need for growth and fear they over-react to the issue.
A two-day meeting of both sides was suggested for the purpose of coming to agreement
in principle on how to deal with the property rights issue.
The two-day discussion plus an overnight was planned so that both sides could interact
and discuss the issues.
Guide question:
Imagine you are the convener ofthe two-day retreat. What would you do to increase trust
between the two groups?
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Case Study #3: An African-American Beach Community
A coastal community featured the only historically African-American beach in the
Southeast. As integration took hold and there was no longer an exclusive market for this
community, it began to decline and is home to many vacant or dilapidated residential and
commercial buildings, which have become havens for drug dealers. A divisive and
contentious council leads the community. The property encompassed by the community
represents the most undervalued property on the East Coast, yet it is surrounded by one of
the country's most well known resort communities.
Many attempts to revitalize the community have been made by governmental and private
interests. The community has rejected all of them. The rejections stem from a fear by
residents that their property will be taken away from them or they will be paid less than
its true value. Many also fear displacement.
Many of the "deals" for revitalization have included provisions addressing the concerns
of those community members who want to participate or to be protected from
displacement. This situation has gone on for 30 years and despite the continued decline of
the community, no one seems to want change.
The resistance stems from a lack of trust based on the following factors:
•
•
•

Most of the plans and projects for revitalization have come from white officials or
developers. 99 percent of the residents, property owners, and community leaders in
this community are African American.
There is widespread distrust within the community based on a belief that some will
fare better than others in the re-development process.
Many of the property owners have inherited from their predecessors and feel an
obligation to hold onto the land for their children, even though the value is
declining and the environment, in terms of crime and drugs, is growing worse.

Guide question�
What would yo11 do to increase trust between the community and the governmental and
private interests so that community improvement could take place?
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Trust Building Checklist
(Examples)

□ Practice focused listening
□ Call each other by name
□ Clearly identify the purpose for gathering
□ Let people know what is expected of them
□ Identify the time frame team will work within
□ Balance process with product
□ Ensure everyone has an opportunity to speak
□ Use fair processes to get things done
□ Have diverse representation of types of people
□ Create working agreements

Source: Ayre, Clough, Norris, Facilitating Community Change, pp. 2-58.
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Source: Pauline Brooks, The Centered Project, CDC, www.scdhec.net/Centered/pathways.htm.
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Dr. Edris Rice-Wray, a faculty member of the Puerto Rico Medical School and medical
director of the Puerto Rico Family Planning Association, was in charge of the trials. After
a year of tests, Dr. Rice-Wray reported good news. The Pill was 100 percent effective
when taken properly. She also informed the researchers that 17 percent of the women in
the study complained of nausea, dizziness, headaches, stomach pain, and vomiting. So
serious and sustained were the reactions that Rice-Wray told the researchers that a 10milligram dose of Enovid caused "too many side reactions to be generally acceptable."
The researchers quickly dismissed Rice-Wray's conclusions. Their patients in Boston had
experienced far fewer negative reactions, and they believed many of the complaints were
psychosomatic. The researchers also felt that problems such as bloating and nausea were
minor compared to the contraceptive benefits of the drug. Although three women died
while participating in the trials, no investigation was conducted to see if the Pill had
caused the young women's deaths. Confident in the safety of the Pill, the researchers took
no action to assess the root cause of the side effects.
Source: American Experience, PBS, www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/pill/peopleevents/e_puertorico.html.

WHO Builds an African Clinic •••••Eventually
A physician told this story about her experience as part of a World Health Organization
(WHO) team assigned to build a clinic for a village in Africa. When they arrived, the
village chief asked if they would be willing to meet with the villagers before they began
their work. When the meeting convened, the people of the village told them that
although, yes, they needed a health clinic, they needed a road to the next larger town so
they could trade their wares more than they needed the health clinic. The people asked
the WHO team if they would help them build the road first. The team said yes. The road
was built and the people then said, "Before we build a clinic, we think it is more
important that we dig a well in our village so our women and children don't have to go so
far to get water. "We think this will help improve our health," they said, "because there
won't be as much illness." So the WHO team helped dig the well. Then the people built
the clinic together with the team.
Source: Lee Kingsbury, Turning Point National Excellence Leadership Development Collaborative
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Web Resources
eric.web.tc.columbia.edu/families/TWC
www.ncrel.org/cscd/pubs/lead2 l
www.collaborativeleaders.org
www.pew-partnership.org
www.kettering.org
Community Toolbox. http://ctb.ku.edu/. The Community Toolbox's goal is to support
your work in promoting community health and development. It provides over 6,000
pages of practical skill-building information on over 250 different topics. Topic sections
include step-by-step instruction, examples, checklists, and related resources.
Working Together for Healthier Communities: A Framework for Collaboration Among
Community Partnerships, Support Organizations, and Funders. Community Toolbox.
http://ctb.ku.edu/tools/en/section_1381.htm.
Center for the Advancement of Collaborative Leadership Strategies in Health.
www.cacsh.org . The Center for the Advancement of Collaborative Strategies in Health
at The New York Academy of Medicine helps partnerships, funders, and policy makers
realize the full potential of collaboration to solve complex problems related to health or
any other area.
Free Management Library. Management Assistance for Nonprofits.
http://www.managementhelp.org. Complete, highly integrated library for nonprofits and
for-profits.
Building Trust and Safety
Ayre, D., Clough, G., and Norris, T. Facilitating Community Change. Grove Consultants
International, 2000. http://www.grove.com, or 800-561-2500.
Kretzmann, J. and McKnight, J. Building Communities fi·om the Inside Out: A Path
Toward Finding and Mobilizing a Community's Assets. ACTA Publications, 1993.
Ordering information: 800-397-2282.
Larson, C. and LaFasto, F. Teamwork: What Must Go Right, What Can Go Wrong,
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